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What is your idea / business and to whom is it
addressed?
Cannerald is a Swiss medical cannabis growing company. It was founded by one
family in Zurich. The company allows one or more planting sites, these sites are
yours for as long as the company operates, so to speak for a lifetime. You get an
invoice in the purchased place by mail and maximum insurance against floods,
fires, pesticides, thefts and more ... So, I repeat, everything is insured and in the
case of failed planting all the money is returned to investors, no this is not a
marketing trick, everything is can check at the firm. One planting site is 500euro.
One place makes a profit every 8-10 weeks, approximately 70-100 euro per
harvest. The company has a limited number of planting sites, with 3,000 planting
sites remaining in Switzerland! A 20,000m2 Greenhouse in Macedonia is soon
opening, and a large 320,000m2 hangar is also opening in the UK. The company is
2.5 years old and the largest distributor of medical cannabis in Europe. The places
purchased can be sold further. Payments and payments are made through the
bank, everything is taxed, securely from account to account. When you buy you get
an invoice that you can attach to the Tax Inspectorate and pay your profits
peacefully! It can also pay off in Bitcoin, for the additional ability to collect bitcoins
and do business in non-EU countries. The company also offers affiliate programs
who want to partner with a company and make great money with a stable and
secure company. Every planting is secured, the company has all the licenses for
cultivation and every business with the same is maximally legal and there is no fear
of non-legal business. It is a tremendous opportunity for everyone to invest and
profit from the billionaire market that is growing day by day. There is a greater
demand for medical cannabis than production and distribution, so Cannergrow aims
to have 3-4 more planting locations by the end of 2020 and help people who need
oil and the like to heal. If you are interested in investing and are interested in these
company details and the like, I can send you all the promotional material below, as
well as an explanation of the video and an English presentation. Also, in the
description of my profile you have a link for free registration where after completing
a short and easy registration you will find all the necessary materials as well as a
marketing plan of the company. This is a phenomenal opportunity and I am looking
for investors and people for collaboration to spread this great story and opportunity
to make money through network marketing!

How should the idea/business earn money?
One planting site is 500 euro. One place makes a profit every 8-10 weeks,
approximately 70-100euro per harvest. The company has a limited number of
planting sites, with 3,000 planting sites remaining in Switzerland! A 20,000m2
Greenhouse in Macedonia is soon opening, and a large 320,000m2 hangar is also
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opening in the UK. The company is 2.5 years old and the largest distributor of
medical cannabis in Europe. We have affilate program and marketing plan where
we can earn money from others!

At what stage is the idea / business at the moment?
Company exists almost 3 years, we are the main distributers for medical cannabis
in Europe. Before few months we start with network marketing and give chance to
people to work and earn good passive income!

What do you need?
I need people who want invest in our project and doing network marketing and earn
good money!
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